Empirical studies have repeatedly shown that autonomous artificial entities elicit social behavior on the part of the human interlocutor. Various theoretical approaches have tried to explain this phenomenon. The agency assumption states that the social influence of human interaction partners (represented by avatars) will always be higher than the influence of artificial entities (represented by embodied conversational agents). Conversely, the Ethopoeia concept predicts that automatic social reactions are triggered by situations as soon as they include social cues. Both theories have been challenged in a 2 × 2 between subjects design with two levels of agency (low: agent, high: avatar) and two interfaces with different degrees of social cues (low: textchat, high: virtual human). The results show that participants in the virtual human condition reported a stronger sense of mutual awareness, imputed more positive characteristics, and allocated more attention to the virtual human than participants in the text chat conditions. Only one result supports the agency assumption; participants who believed to interact with a human reported a stronger feeling of social presence than participants who believed to interact with an artificial entity. It is discussed to what extent these results support the social cue assumption made in the Ethopoeia approach.
Introduction
Since the computer found its way into private households, new standards for usability were necessary. Handling the computer had to become more easy and intuitive. Designing the computer to be and act more human-like seemed to be a good solution to improve human-computer interaction. This approach seems to have an impact on the way people interact with computers. Early psychological studies show that human-like interaction styles of computer interfaces had a greater impact on individuals' self-appraisals than machine-like interaction styles [1] . Subsequently, Nass and colleagues [2, 3] proved that people show similar social behavior during human-computer interaction (HCI) by systematically adapting studies from the field of human-human interaction (HHI) to HCI. In their CASA studies (computers are social actors) they could replicate many findings from HHI, for example, that people show polite behavior towards computers [4, 5] , use gender stereotypes for judging computers with female or male voices [6, 7] , or reported a feeling of team spirit after being grouped in the same team with a specific computer [8] . Technological progress facilitates the development of computer interfaces with even more social cues like for instance virtual characters which are utilized in a variety of applications, for example, in games, application programs, or in the Internet. Many terms are in use to describe these characters: interface agent, embodied conversational agent, virtual assistant, autonomous agent, or avatar. The major difference with regard to the terms avatar and agent lies within the control of the virtual character. Bailenson and Blascovich [9] define an avatar as "a perceptible digital representation whose behaviors reflect those executed, typically in real time, by a specific human 2 Advances in Human-Computer Interaction being," and an agent as "a perceptible digital representation whose behaviors reflect a computational algorithm designed to accomplish a specific goal or set of goals" [9, page 64] .
Empirical results show that both types of representation can elicit social reactions on the side of the user, but opinions differ about the extent to which agents and avatars are able to elicit these social reactions. According to Blascovich et al. [10] the (perceived) agency of a virtual representation is crucial. While an avatar will always elicit social reactions because the user knows that the interaction partner is human whereas an agent will not do so unless it shows sufficiently realistic behavior. Indeed previous research found differing social influence regarding agency (e.g., [11] [12] [13] ). Besides these two factors (agency and behavioral realism of the interactant) Blascovich et al.'s model of social influence in virtual environments also proposes that the social influence may be enhanced by the self-relevance of the interaction. Moreover, it is important to consider which behavioralresponse system is targeted within an experimentation. When a virtual character shots a gun and produces a very loud sound, participants will most likely respond equally fearful, regardless whether they believe their counterpart is controlled by a human or an algorithm. If participants solved a cooperative task together with a virtual character, they might be more influenced by a positive feedback coming from the human-controlled avatar compared to the agent.
However, besides agency the number of social cues provided by the system is widely considered to be of great importance for the question whether people react socially. Recent studies about the impact of anthropomorphic virtual humans indicate that increasing the number of social cues leads to even stronger social reactions on the part of the user [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Although both approaches are very popular and well investigated, there were little attempts to systematically test both approaches against each other. In a previous study challenging both approaches, von der Pütten et al. [14] compared the importance of agency and behavioral realism of a virtual character and found the extent of displayed social behavior to be of greater importance than the participants' knowledge about the virtual agent being introduced as an avatar or an agent. Although it is astonishing that the rather subtle variation of social cues in this study (virtual character with and without head nodding) had more impact than the knowledge of whether one interacted with a fellow human or a machine, it cannot be concluded that it is first and foremost social cues instead of agency that result in social reactions on the part of the user, because a multitude of social cues were present in all conditions, since in all conditions a humanlike virtual agent was employed. The present study addresses this shortcoming by comparing the impact of agency on the one hand and a more explicit variation of social cues on the other hand. While agency is again varied by means of the instruction the participants are given, the number of social cues is varied by applying either a virtual figure (presented as either agent or avatar) or a text tool (presented as either textchat with a fellow human or as computer interface). In the following we give a detailed overview about previous work on this topic from which we derived our hypotheses.
Theoretical Background
As mentioned previously, there is empirical evidence that already conventional computers (using, e.g., command lines or graphical interfaces) elicit social behavior. The same is true for virtual characters in general, regardless whether they are avatars or agents. But opinions differ about which factor, agency, or number of human features/social cues are most crucial and in explaining how and why these social reactions happen.
The Effect of Social
Cues. Nass and colleagues [3, 15] emphasize that people automatically treat artificial entities like real humans. They established the Ethopoeia term to describe these immediate automatic and unconscious reactions due to seemingly social characteristics of a computer. These basic social cues like speech, interactivity, or the filling of social roles [15] trigger social scripts and expectations, and humans cannot be prevented from reacting in social ways when they are confronted with social cues. This is seen as resulting from our evolutionary heritage; the human brain evolved in a time where only humans showed human social behavior. For instance, the usage of language was a definite sign of humanness, which made further cognitive efforts to assign an object into human or nonhuman category needless. The processing of situations and their social cues ensues mindless. Mindlessness [21] [22] [23] can be best understood as the failure to draw novel distinctions as no active information processing takes place. People adapt social scripts from human-human interaction (HHI) and use them in human-computer interaction (HCI), even though this behavior seems inappropriate. Indeed, Nass and colleagues have shown in numerous studies that mechanisms known from human-human communication also apply in HCI; people show politeness and cooperation towards computers and apply gender stereotypes and other rules of person perception [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Several of these computer as social actor studies were replicated with virtual agents (who besides speech, interactivity, and the fulfillment of social roles also often have a human-like appearance and show nonverbal behavior). For instance, Rossen et al. [24] showed that people apply ethnic stereotypes to agents. Caucasian medical students with a prejudice against Afro-Americans were found to show more empathetic verbal and nonverbal behavior towards an agent with a light skin tone than to an agent with a dark skin tone. The results from the politeness study [5] were replicated in an experiment with the virtual agent MAX [25] . Participants evaluated MAX more positively when it itself asked for their judgment compared to an evaluation via paper-and-pencil questionnaire.
Moreover, studies utilizing a large variety of virtual agents demonstrate that virtual humans draw attention just as real humans do [26] , person perception was shown to be like that of real humans [27] , cooperation and trust is fostered [28, 29] , tasks are facilitated or inhibited by "social" presence of a virtual agent [30] , and socially desirable behavior is triggered [29] . Several studies that compare plain text interfaces to virtual characters suggest that indeed the human-like appearance of the virtual agents is one factor Advances in Human-Computer Interaction 3 that increases social reactions towards the artificial entity. Sproull et al. [29] showed that participants preferred to interact and spend more time with a talking face compared to the interaction with a text interface. They referred to the mindless paradigm from Nass and colleagues [6] as explanation, why an obviously artificial talking face evoked stronger reactions than the text interface. This finding was affirmed by Krämer et al. [31] who found that participants who had the choice between a documentary about the life of Albert Einstein, a James Bond movie, or the daily TV listings were more likely to choose the socially desirable documentary when they were asked by an anthropomorphic interface agent compared to participants asked by a mere text-based or speech-based interface.
The Effects of Agency.
Besides the social cues of a system, the second factor which is extensively discussed and considered to greatly influence the elicitation of social reactions is agency. Several researchers state that the perceived agency matters and impacts the elicitation of social reactions. Also, several studies present results that favor the importance of agency. For instance, Guadagno et al. [13] examined the effects of agency and behavioral realism on persuasion and found some supporting results for the importance of agency. Besides other results, participants in the avatar group experienced more social presence than subjects in the agent group. Hoyt et al. [12] demonstrated classic effects of social inhibition when participants were asked to perform a novel task. Task performance was inhibited when participants performed in front of two avatars, whereas performance was not inhibited in front of two agents or when performing the task alone. Conversely, they did not find effects of social facilitation when participants performed well-trained tasks in front of the avatars compared to performing alone or in the presence of agents. Also, other studies give evidence for the importance of agency but also do not yield consistent results; Aharoni and Fridlund [32] investigated the influence of the factor agency. Participants in their study interacted with a standard computer with prerecorded speech output. Participants believed that they were either interacting with a human interviewer or an artificial intelligent computer. The experimenters reported that participants used more silence fillers and smiled more while interacting with the human interviewer compared to the computer. However, the evaluation of the interviewer as well as the subjective emotional state of the participants was not affected by the factor agency. Surprisingly, also Nass and colleagues present results that show the influence of agency and are therefore not in line with their assumptions. In a study that analyzed the influence of humor on task performance [11] , the perceived agency of the interaction partner and the level of humor (humor or no humor) were varied. Participants either believed to interact with a computer system or a human via text chat. The answers either contained humorous parts or no humor at all. The results were partially inconsistent with the assumptions drawn from the CASA paradigm. People in the HCI condition showed social reactions towards the computer, but those in the mocked CMC condition were even stronger than those in the HCI condition. Confronted with these inconsistent results, Nass and colleagues searched for explanations: "In sum, although many results supported the SRCT [social responses to communication technologies] model, other findings point to a limitation in SRCT theory: HCI and CMC are not identical. In other words, the equating of HCI and human-human interaction (as proposed by [3] ) is called into question here. Specifically, there is evidence for a conception of socialness as a continuum rather than a dichotomy" [11, page 423] . However, in a study about the in-group out-group phenomenon based on ethnicity Nass and colleagues were able to demonstrate results that affirmed their hypotheses [33] . Participants thought to either interact with an agent or with an avatar, whose skin color also was varied. There was no evidence for a significant difference due to the perceived agency. In line with the hypothesis, people evaluated the virtual character better, that seemed to have the same ethnicity. With a few exceptions (see [11] ), the "human" conditions in these experiments have not elicited stronger social responses than the "computer" conditions." [15, page 99 ]. Finally, Nowak and Biocca [34] found no effect of agency in a study about the influence of agency and anthropomorphism. Participants believed that they were interacting either with an agent or an avatar. Additionally, the degree of anthropomorphism was varied from no picture (control group), abstract eyes and mouth, (low anthropomorphism) to a realistic picture of a virtual character (high anthropomorphism). Agency showed no effects on the perceived degree of copresence or social presence, but participants reported increased social presence when confronted with a high anthropomorphic picture compared to a low anthropomorphic picture.
As neither the results from Blascovich and colleagues [12, 13] nor those from Nass and colleagues [11, 33] could clarify the role of the agency for the development of social reactions on the part of the user, a recent study [14] evaluated whether participants' belief in interacting with either an avatar or an agent leads to different social effects. Von der Pütten and colleagues [14] used a design with two levels of agency (agent or avatar) and two levels of behavioral realism (showing feedback behavior versus showing no behavior). It could be found that the belief of interacting with either an avatar or an agent barely resulted in differences with regard to the evaluation of the virtual character or behavioral reactions, whereas higher behavioral realism affected both. It seems that behavioral realism plays an important role in human-agent interaction. Von der Pütten et al. see these results in line with the Ethopoeia concept: "The assumption that the more computers present characteristics that are associated with humans, the more likely they are to elicit social behavior [15, page 97] is confirmed in our experiment" [14, page 1647 ]. However, as noted above, the study does not allow for conclusions on the effects of social cues in general but only on the effects of the variation of a specific social cue, namely the presence of nonverbal feedback behavior. It has not yet been tested in comparison, what effects will be yielded by an agency manipulation if on the other hand the number of social cues (in terms of text-based interaction versus communication with a virtual character) is varied.
Hypotheses
(H1) The social effects will be higher in the conditions with a presented virtual character as interaction partner (high number of social cues) than in the conditions with a presented text-based interface as interaction partner (low number of social cues). (The effect of social cues).
(H2) The social effects will be higher in the conditions with an assumed avatar as interaction partner (high agency) than in the conditions with an assumed agent as interaction partner (low agency). (The effect of agency).
Experimental Design.
To test our hypotheses, we used a 2 × 2 between subjects design with two levels of agency (low: agent, high: avatar) and two interfaces with different numbers of social cues (low: textchat, high: virtual human). Participants were randomly assigned to the conditions. Gender was distributed equally across conditions. During the interaction, the participants were asked three personal questions of increasing intimacy by the virtual character or by the textchat.
Factor Agency.
For the factor agency, we varied the instruction given to the participants by the experimenter. Although, in fact, all of the questions asked by either the virtual character or the text chat were initiated manually by the experimenter in the room next door, half of them were led to believe that they interacted with a real person in another room (who was either mediated through the avatar or the chat system), and half of them were instructed that they interacted with a computer (which was either displayed as an agent or a text chat). The agency was varied by giving different instructions to the participants. In the conditions with low agency (agentcondition), the participants were told that the interaction partner is a computer which uses an artificial intelligence program to talk to them.
In the conditions with high agency (avatar-condition), the participants were told that their interaction partner would be another participant in a room next door. Depending on the number of social cues, the instructions differed. When communicating with the virtual character, they were told that participant 2, the listener, would see a live video image of them and that they would see the avatar, whose movements copy the movements of Participant 2. If participant 2 moves his/her head or nods, the avatar would do the same at the same time. Because the virtual character did not provide any facial expressions, they were told that the avatar was not able to copy the facial expressions of participant 2. The instructions differed slightly when communicating with the text-based interface. Participants in the chat condition were led to believe that participant 2 posts questions through an instant messenger system. They were also told that participant 2 would see a live video image of them so that they would be able to use speech. 
Factor Social
Cues. The number of social cues of the system was varied by either using a virtual character or a text based interface. The virtual character possesses multiple human cues (such as a female voice, a human appearance, and the use of nonverbal feedback), while the only human cue of the text-based interface is the use of written language. The utilized systems will now be explained in detail.
Text-Based
Interface. The text-based interface was applied because of its small number of social cues. In order to guarantee believability it was necessary to create two slightly different interfaces. In the condition with high agency, the participant had to be convinced of the existence of participant 2. Therefore we edited the appearance of the chat interface in order to make it more look like a real instant messenger system (Figure 1) .
A text gadget with a send button was created, similar to those known from real text messenger systems. This text gadget was never used by the participants because they were asked to only answer verbally. Its only purpose was to simulate a fully functional messenger system. Second, a time delay was deployed before the appearance of the next question on the screen. This delay simulated the time necessary for the other person to type the next question. Additionally, during that 15-30 sec delay the status message "participant is typing. . ." was displayed. This should give the participant a feeling of real-time conversation. In the low agency condition a plain text window was used ( Figure 2 ).
Virtual Character.
For the condition with the virtual character we used the Rapport Agent, which was developed by Gratch et al. [16] at the Institute for Creative Technologies. The agent displays listening behaviors that correspond to the verbal and nonverbal behavior of a human speaker. The Rapport Agent has been evaluated in several studies [16] [17] [18] and has proven to be capable of creating the experience of rapport comparable with face-to-face conditions in certain contexts (e.g., storytelling, interview). To produce listening behaviors, the Rapport Agent first collects and analyzes the features from the speaker's voice and upperbody movements via microphone and a Videre Design Small Vision System stereo camera, which was placed in front of the participants to capture their movements. Watson, an image-based tracking library developed by Morency et al. [35] , uses images captured by the stereo camera to track the participant's head position and orientation. Acoustic features are derived from properties of the pitch and intensity of the speech signal using a signal processing package, LAUN, developed by Grath et al. [16] . The Rapport Agent displays behaviors that show that the animated character is "alive" (eye blinking, breathing) and listening behaviors such as posture shifts and head nods are automatically triggered by the system corresponding to participants' verbal and nonverbal behavior. A female virtual character was used for this experiment (Figure 3 ).
Setting.
All participants were asked to tell three short stories about their daily life. The whole conversation was fixed to five sentences. They appeared either as text on the text-based interfaces or were verbally asked by the virtual character. Therefore, five sentences were prerecorded with a female voice. All participants received the same questions. The following five sentences were used.
(i) Okay, I'm ready.
(ii) What was the most special experience for you yesterday?
(iii) Which of your characteristics are you most proud of?
(iv) What has been the biggest disappointment in your life?
(v) Thank you. You're done.
Dependent Variables.
As dependent variables, we assessed the participants' emotional state (PANAS) after the interaction, the person perception of the virtual character, the self-reported experience of social presence, and selfreported rapport. Besides these self-report measures, we also measured the following objective variables: the total number of words the participants used during the interaction and the percentage of pause fillers and interrupted words. We also carried out a qualitative analysis of the degree of self-disclosure. In the following, all measurements will be described in detail.
Quantitative Measurements.
In the present study, we used the Positive And Negative Affect Scale [36] consisting of 20 items (e.g., strong, guilty, active, ashamed, etc.), which are rated on a 5-point Likert scale from "very slightly or not at all" to "extremely." The factorial analysis for the Positive And Negative Affect Scale resulted in three factors. The first factor, Positive High-Dominance, explains 32,53% of the variance (Cronbach's Alpha = .931). The second factor, Negative High-Dominance, explains 25,01% of the variance (Cronbach's Alpha = .876). The third factor, Negative Low-Dominance, explains 6,69% of the variance (Cronbach's Alpha = .759).
For the person perception (of the agent), we used a semantic differential with 27 bipolar pairs of adjectives (e.g., friendly-unfriendly, tense-relaxed), which are rated on a 7point scale. The factor analysis for the person perception of the virtual character resulted in three factors. The first factor, Negative Low-Dominance, explains 39,14% of the variance (Cronbach's Alpha = .912). The second factor, Negative High-Dominance, explains 8,63% of the variance (Cronbach's Alpha = .839). The third factor, Positive High-Dominance, explains 6,69% of the variance (Cronbach's Alpha = .770).
Social presence [37] was measured by two scales: the social presence scale [19] with five items (e.g., "I perceive that I am in the presence of another person in the room with me") and the Networked Minds Questionnaire (NMQ; [38] [39] [40] ). We concentrated on the following five aspects of the NMQ: empathy (with 4 items), mutual awareness (with 2 items), attention allocation (with 4 items), mutual understanding (with 3 items), and behavioral interdependence (with 4 items). All items from both scales were rated on a 7-point Likert scale.
To measure perceived rapport, we used a scale that had been developed for previous studies with the Rapport Agent. This scale contains ten items from the rapport construct by Tickle-Degnen [41] , which were already in use in an experiment on the effects of nonverbal signal delay in telepsychiatry (see [42] ). 19 ad hoc items were added, which proved to measure rapport in several studies [16] [17] [18] . The resulting 29 items were measured on an 8-point Likert scale. Because of the text chat conditions, another version of the Rapport Scale had to be prepared. Five items target the perceived embodiment of the interaction partner (e.g., "I watched the listener as I told the story"). These items had to be excluded in the text-based conditions because of the lack of embodiment. Therefore, the chat version of the Rapport Scale includes 24 items. Both versions of the Rapport Scale were used for a combined factor analysis. The factor analysis for the self-reported rapport revealed four factors. The first factor, Feelings and Self-Efficiency, explains 37,3% of the variance (Cronbach's alpha = .926), the second factor, Rapport and Connection, 11,73% (Cronbach's alpha = .954), the third, Attention Allocation, 6,78% (Cronbach's alpha = .648%), and the fourth factor, Embodiment, explains 5,72% of the variance (Cronbach's alpha = .538).
Verbal
Behavior. In addition, we analyzed the participants' verbal behavior. We counted the total amount of words, the amount of pause-fillers ("erm," "hm"), and the amount of broken words (e.g., "I was in the bib. . . library"). From the latter two, we calculated the percentage of speech disfluencies in relation to the total amount of words.
Qualitative Measurements.
We conducted a qualitative analysis of the participants' answers to the questions asked by the virtual character. The first question ("What was the most special experience you had yesterday?") was excluded from the analysis because of too much variance due to the weekday on which they participated. When participants took part in the experiment on a Monday, they had more possibilities to report about their activities (i.e., on Sunday) than people who took part on a Thursday. For the second question ("Which of your characteristics are you most proud of?"), we counted the number of characteristics the participants revealed. For the third question ("What has been the biggest disappointment in your life?"), we used a categorical coding scheme [43] with three categories: (1) no answer: the subject gives no answer or uses excuses to avoid an answer (e.g., "-um-. . . I don't know. I th+ I don't think I've had anything horrible happen to me yet. I'm lucky"); (2) low-intimacy answer: the disappointment (or unfulfilled wish) has not sustainably affected the private or business life of the subject (e.g., "I'd like to be wealthy so I think that's my biggest disappointment" or "-um-Not finishing tasks that I start or not following through with things I want to follow through with"); (3) highintimacy answers: the disappointment (or unfulfilled wish) has sustainably affected the private or business life of the subject (e.g., "-The biggest disappointment in my life. -um-I would say probably the fact that -um-I never remarried -umafter being divorced for many years and -um-I'm starting now to feel a little disappointed about that fact that I didn't find another mate for myself "). The coding was processed by two coders. The interrater reliability showed substantial agreement (Cohen's Kappa = .810).
Procedure
Upon arrival, the participants were asked to read and sign informed consent forms. After completing a web-based questionnaire [44] about their background including demographic data and the questionnaires of the explanatory variables, participants received a short introduction about the equipment and were given the instructions regarding their interaction partner and the task of the experiment (see above). Then, participants took a seat in front of a 30" screen, which displayed the interaction partner (virtual character or text chat). They were equipped with a headset with microphone. In order to assess the participants' verbal and nonverbal behavior, the whole session was videotaped. The camera was directed towards the participants and situated directly under the screen with the Rapport Agent in combination with the stereovision camera. Participants were instructed to wait until the systems starts, indicating readiness by a ping sound. They were asked three questions by the Rapport Agent with increasing intimacy. After the interaction, the participants completed the second webbased questionnaire. They were fully debriefed, given $20, and thanked for their participation.
Participants
Ninety persons (49 females and 41 males) participated in the study. The mean age was 36.26 (SD = 12.26), ranging from 19 to 62 years. Participants were recruited via http://www.craigslist.com/ from the general Los Angeles area and were compensated $20 for one hour of their participation.
Results
We calculated MANOVAS with the two independent variables agency and number of social cues and the dependent variables: three PANAS factors, three person perception factors, four rapport factors, the social presence scale, the constructs empathy, attention allocation, mutual awareness, mutual understanding and behavioral interdependence from the NMQ, the total amount of words, the percentage of speech disfluencies, and the number of revealed characteristics.
We identified only one main effect for agency. A significant main effect on the dependent variable Social Presence Scale emerged by varying the perceived agency ( Table 1 ). The feeling of social presence was more intense after communicating with the "other subject" via avatar or Textchat (F(1;90) = 10.870; P = .001; partial eta 2 = .112) than after communicating with the computer.
On the other hand, several effects of the number of social cues emerged. Subjects in the virtual character conditions (high number of social cues) had a stronger feeling of social presence (factor Mutual Awareness, see Table 2 ) (F(1;90) = 15.207; P = .000; partial eta 2 = .150) than subjects in the text conditions (low number of social cues). Also, a main effect for social cues with regard to the factor Negative High-Dominance of the Person Perception Scale emerged. Subjects in the virtual character conditions (high number of social cues) described the interlocutor less negative (F(1;90) = 15.207; P = .000; partial eta 2 = .150, see Table 3 ) than subjects in the text-conditions (low number of social cues). A further significant main effect of social cues emerged on the dependent variable attention allocation (Table 4 ) of the Rapport Scale. Subjects in the virtual character conditions (high number of social cues) reported to pay more attention to the interaction partner (F(1;90) = 6.943; P = .010; partial eta 2 = .075) than subjects in the text-conditions (low number of social cues). Low means are associated with paying more attention to the interaction partner. There were no effects with regard to the total amount of words, self-disclosure of information (number of characteristics), or percentage of speech disfluencies in relation to the total amount of words. Also, Chi-square tests did not reveal any effect with regard to the categories of question three. We also found no interaction effects of the factors agency and number of social cues.
Discussion
The main goal of this research was to empirically test which factors account for the emergence of social behavior in human-computer interaction. Two competing explanations were tested against each other: the agency and the number of social cues approach. To test the factor agency, we varied the factor agency by instructing the participants that they would either communicate with an artificial intelligence program or another real participant in the room next door. The other factor, number of social cues, was varied by using either a text-based interface (low number of social cues) or an animated character (high number of social cues). We used a wide range of dependent variables including quantitative and qualitative behavioral data, scales previously used within the paradigm, and standardized psychological measures used for face-to-face interactions.
With regard to the agency assumption which basically states that there will be a difference between the assumed interaction with a computer or a human being-in the direction of real humans as interlocutor evoking stronger social reactions than computers-the results of this study do not provide a strong support for agency. Only one main effect for agency was found for the feeling of social presence which was more intense after communicating with the "other subject" via avatar or textchat than after communicating with the computer. However, this effect could also be a result of the wording of the Social Presence Scale, which explicitly asks for the presence of a real living person (e.g., "the person appears to be sentient (conscious and alive) to me") and therefore provoked stronger reactions when participants were told that they interacted with a real person. Further studies investigating the agency assumption should use a revised version asking, for example, the interaction partner. Moreover, other measure should be considered like participants' nonverbal behavior or psychophysiology. Besides this main effect, none of the other 19 dependent factors showed effects for agency. According to the social model of influence in virtual environments, it is especially surprising that we had no effects concerning the qualitative analysis of the verbal answers, since the interview situation was at least medium self-relevant, because participants were asked very personal and intimate questions. Moreover, answers to intimate questions can be regarded as a measure within a rather high-level behavioral-response system which should more easily lead to differences between the two agency conditions according to the model. Therefore, the hypothesis that social effects will be higher in the conditions with an assumed avatar as interaction partner (high agency) than in the conditions with an assumed agent as interaction partner (low agency) has to be rejected.
In contrast to the agency factor, we found several results supporting the assumption that the number of social cues displayed influences the strength of social reactions. For three 8 Advances in Human-Computer Interaction dependent variables main effects emerged which indicate that a human-like virtual character (high number of social cues) triggers stronger social reactions than a plain textbased interface (low number of social cues). Subjects in the virtual character conditions described the interlocutor less negative and had a stronger feeling of mutual awareness and reciprocal attention allocation than subjects in the text conditions. However, due to the relative small number of main effects for the independent variable social cues (three of in total twenty dependent variables) there is only partial support for hypothesis 1 which claimed stronger effects in those conditions with a higher number of social cues. Based on the results of von der Pütten et al. [14] and the results of the current study the assumption that "the more computers present characteristics that are associated with humans, the more likely they are to elicit social behavior" [15, page 97] seems to be reasonable.
Limitations
Although the amount of social cues can be regarded as a continuous variable, we used only two levels of social cues and treated it as a dichotomy variable for the purpose of our study. Future research should address this shortcoming by comparing more levels of social cues. Moreover, the two conditions differed not only in the amount of social cues but also in the modality, and this could have caused the differences in the attention participants paid to the system. Participants in the chat group were presented the questions as written text which stayed on screen until they finished giving their answer, while the participants in the virtual character condition were presented the questions as prerecorded sentences delivered by the virtual character. Thus it is possible that in the latter condition participants had to be more attentive to the character, because otherwise they would miss the question. In addition, unlike the chat window the virtual character presents continuous feedback by showing nonverbal responses to the participant's verbal input. This also might bias the attention allocation in favor for the condition with the virtual character. This problem can be solved when providing continuous feedback for the chat condition as well by, for instance, showing the wellknown rotating sandglass with the text "verbal input is being processed" or a red light indicating that recording and transmission of the signal is on air. As mentioned above, the Social Presence Scale probably was not adequate to use, because participants were biased by the wording of the scale. Future studies should also focus on the analysis of nonverbal behavior or psychophysiological measures which have been proven to be indicators of social presence (e.g., [19, 20] ).
Conclusion
In sum, the results of the present study do not provide strong support for the assumption of the model of social influence in virtual environments [10] which claims general dissimilar social impact of agents and avatars due to their agency. The cognitive-mediated knowledge about the interlocutor's nature did not have a strong impact on the participants' experience and behavior. The Ethopoeia concept by Nass and colleagues seems to be a better approach to explain the emergence of social reactions towards computers. Although not for all dependent variables, it could be shown that a high number of social cues provokes stronger social reactions on the part of the user. It has to be noted that this design did only consist of two levels of social cues, namely, high (humanoid appearance) and low (text) number of social cues. Additional studies should concentrate on systematically and gradually varying the level of social cues to analyze the relations in greater detail. This will provide a deeper insight into whether social reactions gradually become stronger along with a gradual increase of social cues. For example, it is still unclear whether single features, like the human appearance, the human voice, or the combination of all, triggered the social reactions. More research is needed to gain answers to these questions.
